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AH questions are compulsory
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Answer the following in short : Yany ten)
(i) What is Postback? When postback will happen ?
(ii) List out various types of files and directories in ASP.NET.
(iii) What default data type does Range Validator control
support ?
(iv) What is sitemap path ?
(v) Explain the use of LoginView Control.
(vi) What is to be done to make sure that no validation takes
place when a reset button of a form is clicked ?
(vii) Explain different execution methods of command object.
(\dii) What is master page? Why is it important in ASP.NET ?
(ix) Give the differences between cookie and querry string.
(x) Explain Repeater Control.
(xi) What is the use of global.asax file in ASP.NET ?
(xii) Give the difference between list view and dropdown list
controls.
Do as Directed :
(A) Explain .NET framework in detail
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(A) Explain ASP.NET page life cycle in detail.
(B) What is the importance of validation controls?
Explain any two validation controls in detail.
Do as Directed :
(A) Give the use of Ad-Rotator control and explain it
in detail.
OR
(A) Explain .Net directives in detail.
(B) Explain Gridview control in detail.
Answer the following in detail :
(A) Explain ViewState with its advantage:
disadvantages in detail.
OR
(A) Explain user profile in de
(B) What is theme ? How we can creal the theme
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(A) Attempt any two :
(i) Explain error handling in ASP.NET.
(ii) Explain client side state management in detail.
(iii) Explain TreeView control in detail with example.
(B) Consider table having following fields.
stud(stud id, name, city, mobno)
Write a code that performs insert, update and delete
opt
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